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True new: 
 

A DAY IN BARCELONA 
Yesterday morning the students from Escola Pia Olot, went to Barcelona 

with their partners of Czech Republic and Slovenia. 
 

 
 
During the week ( 2nd to the 6st of         
February ) some teenagers of Olot,      
Slovenia and the Txec Republic,     
realized an Erasmus project to work      
with news and fake news.  
Yesterday, 5ft of February of 2020, this       
teenagers, went to Barcelona to     
realize some activities like a video      
games exposition, a tour guide in the       
center of Barcelona… they also had      
free time to do others activities. 

During the free time, some Spain      
teenagers and other ones, went to      
some cloth shops and bought things      
for themselves, but most of the      
teenagers of Slovenia and Txec     
republic, bought souvenirs for their     
family or friends. 
The tour guide, durated an hour and a        
half and we also visited Maremagnum,      
which was grateful. 

 
Fake new:  
 

ERASMUS PROJECT 
During this week, students from Escola Pia Olot had hosted teenagers of 

diferents countries like Italy, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Cyprus and 
Portugal. 

 
 
This week, was an enjoyable     
experience for teenagers between 12     
and 14 years who came from Italy,       
Slovenia, Czech Republic, Cyprus,    
Portugal and Spain. They had spend      
from Monday afternoon till Friday     
morning in Olot doing different types of       
activities. The first day, Tuesday the      
students, went to Portaventura world     
all the day. During the second day, this        

teenagers went to “La fageda” and      
there they visited all the installations,      
specially, the factory where they make      
yogurts and strawberry jelly. 
Yesterday, the last day they went to       
Barcelona to work with fake news with       
a professional journalist. They also     
had free time to go shopping, to have        
lunch and to have a great time with the         
other students from other countries. 
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